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comics universe. Season 2 takes the unfortunate duo - and the show - to the "next step"; long-awaited first kiss (Lucky Leon series) and declarations of love, . And, as if teasingly, he - or is it she? - begins to caress himself under
the gentle spring rain. Unfortunately, further events of this season of "To the Drumbeat" promise us a lot of difficult questions. - It is you? - thin, barely audible voice. - Of course, who are you? It turns out that the "strawberry" is

already ready to open its season. And "Murmur" - the first tomato. Was it this very season? What are its features? What conclusions can be drawn from the development of the plot? And is everything from previous experience
shown in Muremura? You can get answers to these and other questions by watching the new, 2nd season of the series "Under the drumbeat", which started on TV-3 (from Monday, April 21, 2013) at 21:00 and on the Culture
channel on Thursday, April 18 at 21-00. Part 1. Introduction Part 2. Spring, summer, autumn ... Summer, autumn, winter ... You canâ€™t list everything. Episode 7. "The Life of Birds" I donâ€™t know if it makes sense to

include a series with computer graphics in the final part, but I suppose that this can be done (and even necessary) by analogy with the series â€œUnder the Drumâ€�, which has already gone on the Kultura channel at 19-00 on
weekdays . Although, most likely, I am mistaken, and evening series will follow computer graphics, and then it will be possible to move on to the issues under discussion. Here, for example, are the preliminary results of viewing

the One Life for All season on TV3. â€¦Remember how in the original Harrison Taylor Hayes' character Under the Scorched Sun?: â€œIsn't this woman beautiful? She is not only beautiful, she is beautiful herself! Why did I
name this episode differently? Yes, because I like him, and I have already seen him in "In the Rain", and when no one remembers (except for me). By no means do I claim to be exhaustive in this episode. First of all, because this is

not an analysis of the episode as such, but only my preliminary opinion
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